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Abstract: Replacing fossil resources with green hydrogen in industrial production holds tremendous potential for greenhouse gas mitigation. The economic feasibility and greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation of grid-based electrolytic hydrogen
production is highly dependent on the time-variant price and carbon footprint of electricity. In the present contribution,
we analyse the economic feasibility of transitioning key carbon-intensive industries, steelmaking, and ammonia production, to green electrolytic hydrogen. Also, we investigate the competitiveness of green electrolytic hydrogen with other
environmentally sustainable hydrogen sources derived from biomethane, biogas, and natural gas (associated with carbon
capture and storage). We perform process design for steelmaking, ammonia production, and biogas-based steam reforming
in order to determine key performance indicators such as costs, conversion factors, and GHG emissions. In particular,
we allow for dynamic operation of the industrial processes and hydrogen production to exploit temporal fluctuations in
availability, price and carbon footprint of electricity. To this end, we solve bi-objective optimisation problems to determine optimal operational profile and sizing of the industrial processes, hydrogen plants, and (optionally) renewable power
generation systems. Case studies are dedicated to the identification of (i) advantages of decentralised renewable energy
installations in combination with flexible plant scheduling over steady-state production and (ii) the cost-optimal hydrogen
production route. This is done for current (2020) and future (2030, 2050) German energy system scenarios. Based on
the analysis results, we outline bottlenecks in sustainable steel and ammonia production and suggest short-term research
goals to improve the competitiveness of green electrolytic hydrogen.

1.

Introduction

The reduction of anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions is required to counter global warming and climate change. The European Union recently proposed the
European Green Deal targeting climate neutrality by the
year 2050 to address GHG reduction in policy [1]. Among
GHG, carbon dioxide (CO2 ) is the main contributor due to
its largest position (%) [2]. CO2 is mainly released during
the conversion of fossil resources. The Green Deal targets
the decarbonisation of the industrial sector, which holds a
share of 9% of the EU’s GHG emissions in 2019 [3].
Among various industrial plants, steelmaking and ammonia production heavily rely on fossil resources. Ammonia
production utilises carbon-intensive hydrogen from steam
reforming of natural gas (NG) while steelmaking consumes
coke or natural gas as reducing agents that cause a large
amount of CO2 emissions. Both hold a high potential for
cutting emissions as they release 22% and 47% of the Europeam industrial GHG emissions in 2017 [3, 4].
1.1.

Literature review

The decarbonisation of steelmaking and ammonia production can be achieved by replacing fossil resources by

renewable hydrogen (H2 ). Several ideas utilising renewable
hydrogen have been proposed as alternatives to conventional steel and ammonia production in recent years. Also,
different routes of low carbon hydrogen production exist.
Decarbonisation of hydrogen production
Nowadays, 95% of the worldwide hydrogen production
is based on grey hydrogen from steam methane reforming
(SMR) or coal gasification. The remainder is hydrogen from
sources such as water electrolysis and biomass [5]. Water
electrolysis is based on the following redox reaction splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen by the demand for
electrical power and heat.
−−
*
H2 O(l) )
−
− H2(g) +

1
kJ
O2(g) , ∆H0R = 285.6
2
mol

(1)

Proton exchange membrane electrolysis (PEMEL) is a mature technology for industrial electrolysis [6]. PEMEL is
suitable for flexible operation as they start up in less than
10 minutes [7, 8]. The produced hydrogen is denoted as
green electrolytic hydrogen if power from renewable energies(RE) is used for electrolysis. Alternatively, green
hydrogen can be produced from biomass-based gases [9].
Raw biogas is upgraded to biomethane by the removal of
impurities and subsequently converted to hydrogen through
SMR [10, 11]. Low carbon blue hydrogen based on fossil

at 150 bar and 450 ◦ C [23] and produces ammonia by
reaction 4.

fuels can be produced by SMR of natural gas with posterior
carbon capture and storage (CCS) [12, 13].

◦
−
*
3 H 2 + N2 −
)
−
− 2 NH3 , ∆HR − −91.8

Decarbonisation of the steel industry
The decarbonisation of steelmaking demands a retrofit
of the existing processes. The steelmaking process consists
of two process steps, iron ore reduction and refinement. In
the reduction step, iron ore is reduced by the following reactions:
−−
*
Fe2 O3 (s) + 3 H2 (g) )
−
− 2 Fe (s) + 3 H2 O (g)
−
−
*
Fe2 O3 (s) + 3 CO (g) )−− 2 Fe (s) + 3 CO2 (g)

kJ
mol

(4)

High operating pressure, in combination with an iron
catalyst enhances the conversion, while a temperature
above 350 ◦ C avoids catalyst poisoning [24].
About 50% of the worldwide production of hydrogen is
used in the Haber-Bosch process [23]. While most of today’s ammonia plants obtain their hydrogen from SMR of
natural gas [25], other hydrogen sources can be used without sophisticated modification of the existing processes.
This means a transition towards other hydrogen sources
would have tremendous and prompt impact. Also, introducing green hydrogen has the potential for saving a large
amount of GHG emissions because the carbon footprint
in ammonia production mostly stems from SMR-based hydrogen production. Therefore, the Haber-Bosch process is
considered in this report.

(2)
(3)

Due to Reaction 3, current steelmaking processes inherently
emit CO2 . Two prevalent steelmaking reduction methods
exist, the blast furnace process (BFP) and the direct reduction process (DRP). They use coke and natural gas the
reducing agents for BFP and DRP, respectively. The subsequent refinement step is carried out in either a basic oxygen
furnace (BOF) or an electric arc furnace (EAF).
Many modifications to both BFP and DRP and alternative processes have been investigated to drastically reduce or even completely avoid GHG emissions. Reports
by Yilmaz et al. present the injection of hydrogen into
blast furnaces, partially substituting coke as the reducing
agent, reducing the GHG emissions by 20% in their simulations [14, 15]. The ULCOS program investigated the
recycling of blast furnace off-gas combined with CCS [16].
Partial pyrolysis of coal combined with CCS and biomass as
a partial substitute for fossil reducing agents was discussed
as part of the HIsarna process [16]. Other processes aim at
avoiding direct CO2 emissions altogether by designing new
processes. The ULCOWIN process attempts to achieve this
by the electrochemical reduction of fine iron ore grains in
an alkaline solution [17]. The Plasma Smelting Reduction
Process, which Behera et al. [18] recently demonstrated, reduces iron ore in hydrogen plasma, utilising hydrogen more
efficiently than DRP. While the processes are promising,
they do not pose an option for short term implementation
due to their immaturity.
Among the aforementioned alternatives, the most
promising and mature technology is the modified DRP
which replaces the NG reducing agent with pure hydrogen.
This process has been investigated in literature [19–21], and
also recognised as a techno-economically promising option
by industry representatives [4, 22].

More sustainable production via demand side management
Electrolytic hydrogen is only green if the power used
for electrolysis has a very low carbon footprint. A high
share of renewable energy in electricity production leads to
a strong fluctuation in the price and the carbon footprint
electricity [26]. The price and carbon footprint of electricity correlates strongly due to the low carbon footprint and
the low power generation costs of RE [27]. As outlined
by Burre et al. [28], this correlation holds great potential
for improvement of the economics and the sustainability
of energy-intensive processes by demand side management
(DSM).
Brée et al. [29] report that DSM enhances the economics of
electrolysis applications by flexible operation. Baumgärtner et al. [30] shows that DSM reduces the CO2 emissions
by exploiting time dependencies in the carbon footprint of
the power grid. Additionally, Klaucke et al. [31] emphasises the potential of industrial DSM for the integration of
renewable energy in the energy system as DSM provides
flexible loads. Kopp et al. [6] shows that DSM reduces the
hydrogen production costs for water electrolysis considerably. However, large investment costs for electrolysis [8]
and high electricity prices compared to natural gas prices
[26, 32] are economical inhibitors for green electrolytic hydrogen in many countries such as Germany.
Outline of this report

Decarbonisation of ammonia industry
We investigate the techno-economic and environmental
viability of switching steelmaking and ammonia production from fossil to green electrolytic hydrogen. We firstly
determine key performance indicators such as costs, energy

The Haber-Bosch process, known as the most conventional technology for ammonia production, presently covers
over 90% of the worldwide ammonia demand and operates
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demand and GHG emissions for steelmaking, ammonia production and biogas steam reforming by process design. Secondly, we optimise the operational profile and sizing of the
industrial processes and hydrogen production. We consider
the application of DSM on the production systems. Case
studies are envisioned to analyse the trade-off between carbon footprint and production costs of the main products.
The potential of electrolytic hydrogen technology is evaluated by comparing it to the optimal system configurations
involving not only electrolytic but other also low carbon
hydrogen sources for current and future scenarios. Due
to its ongoing energy system transition towards renewable
energy, we consider Germany as an example to evaluate
the European challenges of transitioning from grey to green
electrolytic hydrogen.
2.
2.1.
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Figure 1: Block flow diagram of the direct reduction process. HEX = heat exchanger, MEA based CO2 removal
unit.

The modelled steelmaking process considers the twostep process of DRP and EAF. For the first step, Figure 1
provides an overview of the modelled unit blocks and the
material streams between them. First, flowsheet information will be provided for the considered case of a hydrogen
feed. Key assumptions will be presented, and the decision
to look at synthesis gas as a reducing agent is justified.
The corresponding biogas SMR plant is presented afterwards. Then detailed information is given on the chosen
reactor model for both considered reducing agents before
key assumptions for the EAF modelling are presented.

The gas stream leaving the top of the reactor is first cooled
to 40 ◦ C before being passed into a flash to separate the
water formed by Reaction 2. The reason is that iron reduction is an equilibrium based reaction and higher water
content in the reactor feed would lead to less conversion.
The water is then passed to an industrial sewage plant
which is not in the scope of this report. The gas phase,
consisting of 92% hydrogen and 8% water, is first compressed back to the reactor inlet pressure in a single-stage
compressor before being mixed with the hydrogen feed.
The resulting reducing gas stream is then heated to the reaction temperature by the heat of natural gas combustion
and fed to the shaft furnace. Literature selects inlet gas
temperatures from 1070 K [21] up to 1,230 K [35]. As part
of this report, the reducing gas inlet temperature is raised
to 1,300 K to prevent water condensation in the reactor
gas outlet due to the endothermic nature of the hydrogenbased reduction reaction.

Direct Reduction Process flowsheet
The main unit operation of the DRP is the shaft furnace reactor. Iron ore is fed to the top of the reactor and
partially reduces to iron while travelling down the reactor
height. For the proposed use of hydrogen as reducing agent,
the reduction is achieved by Reaction 2. Due to the low
single-pass conversion of hydrogen, a recycle is applied. Out
of the reviewed literature, only Béchara et al. [33] model a
recycle stream. Taking a similar approach, we utilise the
process flowsheeting software Aspen Plus V.10 [34] for this
task, applying the ideal property method.

Process design for hydrogen based on steam reforming
As a feature of this report, biogas based synthesis gas is
also considered as a reducing agent. In terms of the flowsheet, very little changes as only a carbon capture unit in
the form of a monoethanolamine (MEA) based acid gas
scrubber is needed for CO2 removal, again necessitated by
reaction kinetics. The synthesis gas feed is taken from a
biogas SMR, whose model is described in detail the following section.
We include process models for steam reforming to this
report since we consider hydrogen, natural gas, biomethane
and biogas. Steam reforming of methane to hydrogen relies
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on the Sabatier reactions [36]:
−−
*
CH4(g) + H2 O(g) )
−
− CO(g) + 3 H2(g) ,
kJ
∆HR ◦ − −206.1
mol
−−
*
CO(g) + H2 O(g) )
−
− CO2(g) + H2(g) ,
kJ
∆HR ◦ − + 41.15
mol

process is modelled by the RStoic reactor model [11, 39].
Gas dehydration is modelled by a flash unit with subsequent triethylene glycol absorption for dehydration which
is modelled by split factors from literature [41]. Energy integration is performed using the Aspen Energy Analyzer.
We obtain synthesis gas consisting to 81 mole-% of hydrogen and 18 mole-% of CO.

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Shaft furnace model

(9)
Biogas

The unreacted shrinking core model is the most prevalent reduction model for gaseous reduction agent-based iron
reduction [35, 42–45]. It models the shaft furnace as a fluidised bed reactor, simplifying reaction steps and transport
effects by applying the following assumptions [35, 42]:
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diffusional resistance inside the porous solid.
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• Plug flow is assumed for gas and solid phase.
As the resulting fluidised bed reactor still uses heat and
mass transfer equations, the reactor models embedded in
Aspen can’t be used. Instead, we implemented a (customized) reactor model in Matlab.. While the discussion
about the benefits of hydrogen-based iron reduction can be
frequently found in literature [19, 46], few papers [20, 21]
have modelled this process so far. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to model a full DRP, including a rigorous shaft furnace model. Since the unreacted shrinking
core model is utilised to model the reduction process by
synthesis gas, as a feature of this report, the model is modified to be applicable to the reduction by pure hydrogen.
Given the innovation of the pure hydrogen-based reduction process, there is a lack of consistent parameters. It
is a common approach to model the shaft furnace based
on MIDREX plant data [19, 21]. As such, we utilise parameters for the Siderca steel plant reported by Parisi et
al. [35]. Similarly, yearly production of 800 kt of liquid steel
is assumed.
The resulting model is one dimensional discretized over
the height of the reactor. Differential equations describe
the spatial variation of the concentrations of educts and
products as well as solid and gaseous phase temperatures.
Detailed equations can be found in the Supporting Information.
The resulting system of ordinary differential equations
is solved in MATLAB [47] as a boundary value problem
with the corresponding bvp5c solver. Results for a synthesis gas feed compare favourably with the results of Parisi et
al. [35]. Reactor results are passed to MATLAB with the
MATLAB/Aspen Plus V.10 interface. The flowsheet was

Figure 2: Block flow diagram of the biogas steam reformer
with integrated biogas upgrading. MEA = MEA CO2
based capture unit.
Methane and water are converted to CO2 and hydrogen. We refer to existing work by Roh et al. [37] to model
a conventional SMR process. The SMR can utilise natural
and biomethane as educts to generate hydrogen or synthesis gas. Raw biogas consists mainly out of CH4 and CO2
but also contains a considerable amount of impurities such
as H2 O, NH3 , O2 , H2 and H2 S [38]. Biomethane is produced
by biogas upgrading by the removal of H2 S, NH3 and CO2 .
Not only hydrogen but also carbon monoxide (CO) is an
educt for synthesis gas based steelmaking. Steam reforming to synthesis gas can be enhanced by converting the CO2
content of raw biogas directly to CO before removing it.
We design a biogas reformer which integrates biogas to
SMR to exploit the full chemical conversion potential. The
Thiopaq [11, 39] technology is used for biological removal
of H2 S and NH3 . Subsequently, the biogas is converted to
a hydrogen, CO and CO2 rich stream in a single reactor.
After that, the stream is dehydrated. At last, CO2 is removed by a MEA based CO2 removal (or capture) unit. We
model the biogas reforming process in Aspen Plus V.10 using the Peng-Robinson equation of state for thermodynamics. The reactor is modelled by the RGibbs reactor model.
We utilise split factors from literature to model the MEA
unit [40]. The desulphurisation reaction within the Thiopaq
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converged iteratively using the same interface. See supplementary information for the converged flowsheets.
2.1.1.

Recycle
Heater

Electric arc furnace model

Compressor

In the second step of the process, reduced iron which
is leaving the shaft furnace is compressed to the so-called
hot briquetted iron (HBI), instead of iron sponge due to
superior storage properties. The HBI is fed to the batchwise operating electric arc furnace (EAF). The EAF has
been modelled with different levels of detail. To better
reflect the costs associated with green electrolytic hydrogen, this report assumes that no scrap can be utilised for
the smelting operation and modifies the model provided by
Vogl [21] to this end. This results in the highest possible
electricity demand, but also in a clear cost associated with
the replacement of synthesis gas with green electrolytic
hydrogen.

2.2.
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Figure 3: Block flow diagram of the ammonia process.
Ammonia reactor
A plug-flow reactor (RPlug) is used to model the reactor. We use a reaction kinetic model to determine the
reactor size rigorously. The following reaction kinetic proposed by Nielsen [24] is chosen:

Process design for ammonia production

Process simulations are conducted in Aspen Plus [34]
using the Redlich-Kwong-Soave equation of state with
Boston-Mathias modification, because the ammonia process is a gas reaction, its species are slightly polar and
the process is operated at high pressure. Yearly production of 475 kt is assumed, which is a typical production
capacity in industry. Figure 3 shows the block flow diagram of the designed process. The educts are compressed
to assumed 250 bar and mixed with a recycle stream.
After that, they are fed to the reactor sequence operating at 350 ◦ C. The enriched product stream is separated
by flashing the product at assumed 0 ◦ C. Afterwards,
a small fraction of the vapor recycle stream is purged.
The remaining stream is compressed and heated to operating conditions. The product-enriched liquid bottom
stream is flashed a second time at a lower pressure so that
the outgoing bottom stream meets the product specifications of 99.98% purity [48]. The waste gas streams containing hydrogen, nitrogen and ammonia are assumed to
be burned since they do not contain any carbon. The
waste treatment step is not included in the analysis.

"
r = Ac

a2A #
)
a3H
aA 2α
Ka aω )
H

2
−
AK(aN keq

(1 +

(10)

Where Ac is the catalyst activity and is chosen as 1. ω is
taken as 1.523 and α as 0.654.aN , aH and aN are functions
of the mole composition, pressure and temperature. The
specific rate constant AK, the adsorption equilibrium constant Ka and the equilibrium constant keq are functions of
temperature. The equation is valid for temperatures above
350 ◦ C. A reactor temperature below that value should not
be reached in any case, because the catalyst will be poisoned and thus reaction is slowed [24].
The reaction kinetic is used to plot isobaric single-pass
conversions against temperature. Thereby, we see a high
single-pass conversion at a reaction temperature of 350 ◦ C
and set this as the reactor temperature. A similar procedure is conducted to plot adiabatic single-pass conversions
against residence times to choose an appropriate residence
time and thus the reactor size.
Since an adiabatic plug flow reactor is used and the Reaction 4 is exothermic, the reactor has to be split into multiple
plug flow reactors with coolers in between. We choose three
reactors.
3.

3.1.

Production cost and carbon footprint calculation
Production cost

We estimated the investment costs for the steel and ammonia process according to Guthrie’s method [49]. The
5

steel reactor is solely accounted for by a different method
(see 3.1). Cost calculations are performed in 2018 Euros.
Guthrie’s method is used for installation costs of reactors,
flash vessels, heat exchangers and compressors. Peripheral
cost are accounted for by the Lang factor of 4.74 for ammonia and 3.63 for steelmaking [50]. Operating costs can
be divided into utility costs, maintenance costs and labour
costs. Utility costs for heating and cooling are taken from
Aspen Plus while the electricity costs are calculated with
the marginal cost of 0.04 e/kWh, the mean marginal cost
in Germany 2018 [32]. The maintenance costs are taken as
3% of the capital costs [51]. The labour costs are calculated
as outlined in [49] and a labour cost factor of 43.52 $/h is
taken [50]. A detailed table of cost parameter and sources
are given in the Supporting Information.
HBI of the steelmaking process can be stored easily, so its
storage costs are assumed to be negligible. NH3 can be
stored in liquid form at ambient temperature and around
9 bar [52]. The NH3 leaving the Haber-Bosch process is
already in that condition, so cost-wise only the tank has to
be considered. The tank cost is taken as 0.1423 e/kgNH3
based on data of Morgan et al. [53].
Guthrie’s cost estimation method generally results in
concave functions with respect to capacities. Linear overestimation is achieved by (i) calculating the linear regression and (ii) shifting the regression line upwards so that
costs are overestimated by regression line. The resulting
parameters are presented in the Supporting Information.

natural gas are accounted for because they influence the
carbon footprint of the respective hydrogen and thus the
decision which plant to build. Nitrogen and iron ore are excluded because they cannot be substituted in the regarded
processes.
4.
4.1.

Assumptions

We assume for the DSM model that the electricity cost,
carbon emission, availability of renewable energy sources
are exogenously given and perfectly forecasted. Additionally, we assume that nitrogen is bought from a cryogenic
air separation plant which is not part of the optimisation
model. Finally, we took our costs for the ammonia and
steelmaking plant from our cost model (see Section 3.1) and
the CCS and SMR/BM-plant from surrogate cost-models
from Hasan et al. [54] and Murthy Konda et al. [55].
4.2.

Surrogate modelling

Dynamic steelmaking
Flexible plant operation in the context of DSM can drastically reduce electricity costs [28]. However, no literature
could be found on flexible load management for direct reduction processes. Millner et al. [56] recently published
new technology currently being implemented in MIDREX
plants. Among the proposed technologies are both a new
control system and a model for predicting metallisation and
carbonisation of the HBI. Given these recent advances, we
assume that slight changes in the production rate are possible. A maximum hourly load change of 1% is allowed in
this report. The level of load change is critical to metallisation and flexibility. Our preliminary tests varying solid
throughput of the shaft furnace model by +/- 20% resulted
in a maximum deviation of 4% less metallisation. As such,
the energy needed by the EAF is calculated to be correspondingly higher. To include higher load change rates, a
dynamic process model including a control structure must
be investigated. Such a model is outside the scope of this
work.

Costs for steel reactor
The investment costs for the DRP including the recycle and the EAF are calculated with data from Vogl et al.
[21]. Operational expenditures (OPEX) are determined by
the following procedure: (i) calculating the operating point
by the unreacted shrinking core model (ii) calculating the
stochiometric factor similar to Vogl et al. [21] (iii) calculating the needed gas stream to react one ton of iron ore
per hour (iv) transferring calculated gas stream to Aspen
Plus (v) recording OPEX associated with the recycle. This
procedure is repeated for different production rates.
3.2.

Optimal scheduling and sizing

Carbon footprint calculation

Dynamic ammonia production

The carbon footprint of our products is calculated by
accounting for the carbon footprint of incoming streams
into the system and of operating plants.
We assume that the plants emissions are solely accounted
for operation and not for plant installation and deconstruction. While operating a plant, its emissions can be distinguished by inherent and avoidable emissions. The latter
depends on the choice of its feedstock, whereas inherent
emissions cannot be changed.
Their cradle-to-gate carbon footprint accounts for incoming streams. Electricity from the power grid, biomass and

In the context of modelling DSM, the load change rate
and load bounds of the ammonia plant has to be considered. Industrial Haber-Bosch plants already operate on a
load range of 65-100% [57]. Based on Schulte Beerbühl
et al. [58] a load range of 20-100% is considered. Another
factor constraining the dynamic production is given by the
process response to step-changes in the production rate.
Luyben [59] reports a settling time of approximately three
hours after a step-change in the production rate of 15%.
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Subsequently, a maximum load change rate of 5% per hour
is assumed.

applies on captured CO2 from the carbon capture unit of
the SMR.

4.3.

Decision variables

Optimisation problem formulation

Model description

Decision variables are grouped into a time-dependent
vector x(t) and a non time-independent vector y. The latter contains the sizes of the plants and equipment units
i represented by the variable Si . x(t) contains production
rates of the plants and equipment units i which are denoted
by P R(t),i . For the ammonia model a binary variable exists
determining the installation of SMR ySM R . The Supporting Information summarises all optimisation variables and
their bounds.

We consider a time interval of 8,760 hours, which corresponds to one year. The steel has to generate a fixed
amount of product during this year while the ammonia
plant must provide a constant product stream. Ammonia
and steel optimisation models are implemented separately.
Figure 4 shows a combined block flow diagram and the system boundary considered in this work.
In both models, the plants can choose between hydrogen
from electrolysis or hydrogen from SMR. The electrolysis
has a variable production rate P REl(t) and size SE l. It covers its power duty by the power grid, its own offshore, onshore wind park or photovoltaic (PV) plant. Water costs of
electrolysis are considered. The size of RE plants S(RE) is a
variable and their electricity production P R(t,RE) depends
on the availability a(t,RE) of wind and solar. Produced hydrogen is buffered in the hydrogen storage variable in size
SSH2 .
In the steel model, the process can be operated by using
synthesis gas or a mixture similar to synthesis gas containing a higher mole fraction of hydrogen. Synthesis gas is
either attained from the reforming of BG or NG. A higher
mole fraction of hydrogen is possible by utilising electrolysis. The steam biogas reformer (SBR) is variable in size
SSBR and production rate P RSBR(t) . Synthesis gas is assumed to be storable in the hydrogen storage.
The DRP consumes hydrogen and fuel for heating to reduce
iron ore and thereby emitting GHG. The intermediate product HBI which is buffered and then fed to the EAF which is
variable in size SEAF . The production rate P REAF (t) defines the withdrawal from the HBI storage and the power
duty of the EAF. The product of the EAF is liquid steel
measured by the stream ṁLS(t) . The batchwise operation
of the EAF is ordinarily modelled with integer variables.
This significantly increases the computational burden as
it shifts the model from LP to MILP. Instead, we assume
the plant runs two EAFs. When one EAF runs, the other
one is prepared for operation and vice-versa. In the ammonia model, the SMR with size SSM R can either utilise
biomethane (BM) or NG. CCS can be used to reduce the
CO2 emissions of the SMR plant. The amount of BM and
NG fed to the SMR is defined by P Ramm(t) and P RN G(t) .
The ammonia plant consumes nitrogen from cryogenic air
separation, electric power and fuel for heating to produce
ammonia. Subsequently, the product is buffered in an ammonia storage which is drained by the constant product
flow ṁNH3 . Carbon emissions from the SMR, DRP, EAF
and the ammonia plant are included in emission trading
with the CO2 price PET . The carbon storage price PCS

Formulation of bi-objective problem
We modelled the problem in GAMS 28.2 and used the
solver CPLEX 12 [60]. The optimisation models are formulated in the product space as suggested by Mitra et al. [61].
By this, we shift the computational expenses of solving energy and mass balances from the optimisation models to the
plant models. We obtain surrogate functions to describe
the feasible region in the optimisation models. Thus, we
can formulate the steel optimisation model by linear programming (LP) and the ammonia optimisation model by
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) with just a single binary variable (y) as the decision variable for building
a SMR. We perform bi-objective optimisation to evaluate
the trade-off between production costs and the product’s
carbon footprint. The first objective is the production cost
measured in e/tonne liquid steel or ammonia produced.
Carbon footprint is the second objective and is measured
in tonne CO2 equivalent per tonne liquid steel or ammonia
produced. It is discretised as an epsilon-constraint. For the
sake of simplicity, we present the steel model briefly. The
optimisation is formulated as followed.

min
x(t),y

Production cost
Carbon footprint



s. t. Operation constraint

(11)

Mass balances
Energy balances
The production cost is calculated by the following equation
PC =

X CAP EX + OP EX(t) + EP EX(t)
mp (t)
t

(12)

with production cost (P C) in 2018e, capital expenditures
(CAPEX) in 2018e, OPEX in 2018e, electricity expenditures (EPEX) in 2018e, and mass flow of product mp (t) in
tonnes of product. The operation constraint contains the
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Figure 4: Combined flowsheet of the steel and ammonia optimisation model. Arrow colours refer to electricity (black),
green hydrogen route (green), blue hydrogen route (blue), ammonia route (orange), steel route (red) and CO2 route
(gray). Dashed boxes outside the system boundary are data sources. Variables are written in italic letters. a :only present
in steel model. b :only present in ammonia model.
Table 1: Overview of included technologies for each system.
ET = emission trading, P = power grid, DSM = demand
side management, RE = renewable energy, BG = biogas,
BM = biomethane, NG = natural gas and CCS = carbon
capture and storage. For Steel DSM-OS* natural gas and
biogas is converted to synthesis gas.

technically allowed loads and rates of load change of each
unit in our system. Additionally, the produced electricity of
RE is constraints by the availability a(t,RE) and production
rates of units are limited by their capacities.
5.

Case study

Steel

To evaluate the change to environmentally sustainable
hydrogen-based production of steel and ammonia, we define
the base case (BC-EL) as steady-state operation utilising
green electrolytic hydrogen from grid power only, electrolysis with DSM (DSM-EL) and optimised systems containing
all technologies depicted in fig 4 (DSM-OS). By comparing
them the economic viability of green electrolytic hydrogen
is analysed against alternative CO2 mitigating hydrogen
sources.

ET

P

DSM

RE

BG

BC
DSM-EL
DSM-OS*

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

Ammonia

ET

P

DSM

RE

BG

BC
DSM-EL
DSM-OS

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

BM

NG

CCS

X

X

BM

NG

CCS

X

X

X

Given the recent emergence of large scale PEM electrolysis, investment costs are expected to reduce over the next
decades [5, 8]. Tsiropoulos et al. expect the costs associated with installing renewable energy capacities to slightly
reduce [62]. The energy transition in Germany constantly
reduces the carbon footprint of electricity and is influencing
the prices. Due to the dates proposed in the Green Deal [1]
future scenarios until 2050 are considered., we evaluated
the scenarios 2020, 2030 and 2050. The hourly marginal
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costs and carbon footprint of electricity is provided by
Böing et al. [32]. Future prices for natural gas and emission trading are taken from Schlesinger et al. [63]. Prices
for biomethane and biogas are taken from the Agency for
Renewable Resources [64] and Adler et al. [38]. Carbon
capture and compression costs are calculated according to
Hasan et al. [54]. The costs for carbon storage are estimated corresponding to Bui et al. [65].
5.1.

use electricity from the grid at all. Low carbon emissions
associated with grid power result in much lower costs for
very little additional emissions.
DSM-EL strictly dominates BC-EL in every considered
scenario. For 2020 the BC-EL is almost identical to the corresponding point on the DSM-EL curve. In 2030 and 2050,
the difference in both carbon emission mitigation and production cost is increasing. This shows that DSM can improve performance, especially in later scenarios, where grid
power has higher fluctuations.
In summary, DSM and the investment in a system
owned renewable energy power plants increase the economic
viability of electrolytic hydrogen compared to steady-state
operation. In relation to steady-state operation, the economic advantages of DSM-EL enhance for future scenarios.
The pareto-optimal systems provide the optimal balance
between electricity, electrolysis and hydrogen storage costs.
A limitation of this case study is that no comparison
to alternate designs is made. A second case study is dedicated to thoroughly evaluate the proposed transition to
green electrolytic hydrogen.
The cost for CO2 mitigation increases alongside all scenarios, from 373 eper tonne CO2 avoided in scenario 2020
to 500 eper tonne CO2 avoided in 2030 and 650 ein 2050.

Steelmaking

BC vs DSM-EL
In this section, we analyse the potential benefits of DSM
on the economic and environmental viability of electrolytic
hydrogen production. For this reason, we compare the base
case with the system EL.
The top half of Figure 5 shows the optimisation results
of all considered systems for the three scenarios 2020, 2030
and 2050 as pareto fronts. A pareto front is defined as
the set of points from which none of the investigated criteria can be improved without worsening at least one of the
others. As a first case study, we compare the base case,
represented by a black cross, against the DSM-EL system,
which is represented by red lines. It can be seen that the
production costs of the base case rise and its carbon footprint declines from scenarios 2020 to 2050. For the DSM-El
system, we observe that production costs increase with decreasing carbon footprint for all scenarios. This trend is
due to grid power gradually being replaced by renewable
energies reducing the carbon footprint but increasing the
costs (cf. Supporting Information). In scenario 2020 minimal production costs are achieved utilising grid power only,
as it is cheaper than installing renewable energy capacities.
At minimal carbon footprint, the energy demand is completely satisfied by the installed renewable energies, leading
to the highest production costs. The reader is referred to as
the energy supply steal plant plot for the DSM-EL system
in the year 2020 in the Supporting Information.
For 2030, the lowest possible production costs increase
alongside a decrease in carbon emissions compared to 2020.
This is because rising mean power prices are accompanied
by the power grid’s decreasing carbon footprint. Installing
renewable energies dedicated to the steel plant is economically more attractive than consuming more grid power due
to their lower costs (cf. Supporting Information). For the
2050 scenario, the further decrease in both production costs
and carbon footprint compared to both prior scenarios can
be explained by the power grid’s lowered carbon footprint
in combination with lower investment costs for renewables
and electrolysis. Towards minimal carbon footprints, we
observe a much steeper increase in production costs in 2050
than in the other scenarios. This is because the plant must
draw its entire power demand from its own renewable power
plants to meet the carbon footprint constraint and does not

DSM-EL vs DSM-OS
In this section we analyse the economic and environmental viability of the proposed transition towards electrolytic
hydrogen. For this purpose, we compare DSM-EL with
DSM-OS. DSM-OS can choose to reduce iron ore by either
synthesis gas or hydrogen. Synthesis gas can be produced
with both natural gas and subsequent CCS or biogas reforming which is inherently carbon neutral. Pure hydrogen
can only be produced via electrolysis. The optimisation
results for DSM-OS are denoted by a dashed blue line in
Figure 5. To get additional insight into the configuration
of the optimal system plots displaying the energy input for
the steel plant is given below in Figure 5.
Similarly to DSM-EL, the curves for DSM-OS show an
increase in costs associated with CO2 mitigation for all scenarios.
Comparing the results for DSM-EL and DSM-OS, all
pareto-curves for the optimal system dominate the paretocurves for green electrolytic hydrogen. For minimal production costs carbon emissions of DSM-OS are lower for
both the 2020 as well as the 2030 scenario. This is not the
case for 2050, where for minimal production costs DSM-OS
has a slightly higher carbon footprint. The 2020 and 2030
results highlight the importance of low carbon emissions in
the energy sector, as utilising grid-based power results in
higher carbon footprints than utilising gas reforming. Renewable energy is widely used in 2050 [32] resulting in lower
carbon emissions for electrolysis than for natural gas-based
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Figure 5: Results of the steelmaking optimisations. The first row presents the pareto fronts of the different systems in the
years 2020, 2030 and 2050, respectively. The second row shows the corresponding energy input for the DSM-OS system.
iron reduction.
The subplots in the lower half of Figure 5 show that
the DSM-OS changes the overall energy composition in the
different scenarios. For all scenarios a fixed amount of electricity is needed to run the EAF, represented by a dashed
red line. For the lowest possible production costs only natural gas-based synthesis gas is used as a reducing agent.
For scenario 2020, moving up the DSM-OS pareto front
is achieved by replacing grid power with renewable energy
while still using only natural gas as synthesis gas feed. Lowering possible carbon emissions even further, an electrolysis unit is built first while almost simultaneously switching
from natural gas to bio gas. The lowest possible carbon
emission is achieved by powering the EAF purely with renewable energy and a mixture of biogas based synthesis gas
and a small fraction of electrolytic hydrogen. The energy
feed composition for scenario 2030 has a similar trajectory,
though renewable energies are competing with grid power
even for unlimited carbon emissions. Electrolysis are built

at slightly higher carbon emissions and subsequently, the
highest carbon mitigation also contains a higher share of
electrolytic hydrogen. Scenario 2050 continues this trend
of earlier installation of electrolysis and higher competitiveness of renewable energies.
Another observation is a decreasing total energy demand of the system for increasing carbon footprints. This
is caused by the replacement of electrolytic hydrogen with
natural gas-based synthesis. Electrolysis efficiencies are
lower than the those of synthesis gas production at 60%
compared to 73% for natural gas-based and 68% for biogas
based synthesis gas production.

Summary
In the first case study, we have shown the benefit of
using DSM as a tool for both cost optimisation and carbon emission mitigation in the steelmaking process. Look-
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5.2.

ing at future scenarios, these benefits are further amplified. Comparison between DSM-EL and DSM-OS gives a
clear overview of the technical challenges associated with
the transition to green electrolytic hydrogen-based steelmaking. Lowering the carbon emission of grid power and
electricity cost is one of the main challenges as these are the
largest contributing cost factors (cf. Supporting Information). Given the prognosis that the mean electricity prices
are expected to rise in the future but stronger fluctuations
occur [32], a flexible process is necessary to minimise the
main cost driver in the form of needed electricity.
Assessing the economic and environmental feasibility of
the electrolytic system configuration, a comparison with
fossil resource-based state of the art processes is reasonable. Germeshuizen et al. report cost and CO2 emission
data for the blast furnace and MIDREX process. Cost data
is provided in cash production cost (CPC), thus excluding
depreciation and fixed plant overhead and operating expenses [66]. We calculate the cash production costs by excluding depreciation related to the DRP and EAF, but including all other costs (for a detailed overview of the costs,
cf. Supporting Information). Table 2 shows a comparison
of literature data provided by Germeshuizen [66] and the
results of this work.

BF/BOF [66]
MIDREX [66]
H2 based MIDREX [66]
DSM-EL minc
DSM-EL maxc
DSM-OS minc
DSM-OS maxc

CPCa
[ tliquide steel ]

CFb
kgCO2
[ tliquid
]
steel

247
247
282
486
364
382
284

1848
502
184
156
1071
156
483

Ammonia

The ammonia section is structured as follows: In the
first section the economic and environmental benefits for
the ammonia system are assessed by comparing BC-EL to
the demand side managed electrolysis (DSM-EL). The second section is dedicated to analysing how DSM-EL performs in comparison to the optimal ammonia system (DSMOS).
DSM-EL vs BC-EL
Pareto fronts of the optimisation results are visualised
in the first row of Figure 6 and show the production cost
and the carbon footprint in the considered scenarios.
Similar to the steelmaking process the DSM-EL pareto
fronts have increased production costs for lower carbon
footprints. A trend towards lower production cost for future DSM-EL scenarios can be observed despite increasing
power grid prices. The decreasing investment cost for electrolysis and for the considered renewable energy plants are
the main cause for this trend and can be seen in the Supporting Information. The points with minimal production
costs are decreasing in carbon footprint as well which can
be explained by the lower carbon footprint of the power
grid in future scenarios.
Comparing the cost-optimal point of the DSM-EL curve
to the BC-EL point for each scenario the production cost
decreases by 1.4%, 2.7% and 30.0% and the carbon footprint by 0.08%, 29.9% and 88.0%, respectively. This shows
the benefits of DSM to be increasing in future scenarios.
DSM-EL vs DSM-OS
In order to assess the potential of green electrolytic hydrogen DSM-EL is compared to DSM-OS in Figure 6. To
give insights into the used technologies information about
the origin of hydrogen in the OS is provided in the respective subplots of Figure 6, below.
Figure 6 shows that in the 2020 scenario, the DSM-OS
strictly dominates the DSM-EL as it has a lower production
cost for all carbon footprints. For a lower carbon footprint
the gap between the two cost curves decreases. DSM-OS
behaves linearly before transitioning into a steeper curve.
The linear part is a result of the replacement of natural gas
by biomethane which can be seen below. When all naturalgas is replaced by biomethane, electrolysis is used to further
decrease the emissions until CCS instead of electrolysis becomes the more economical option.
In scenario 2030 DSM-OS has lower production costs than
DSM-EL for most carbon footprints, but approaching minimal carbon emissions both converge. In this context DSMOS finds the economic optimum by installing electrolysis
instead of CCS for the low carbon footprint. The electricity for this is mainly supplied from built renewable energy

Table 2: Comparison of the optimisation results recalculated as cash production costs with literature data
from Germeshuizen and Blom [66]. a Cash production
costs, b Carbon footprint, c CO2 emissions scenario 2020.
.

It can be seen that DSM-EL can not be competitive
against current processes in costs (364 vs. 282 USD/t liquid steel) for similar carbon emissions (156 vs 184). The
optimal system performs worse than the hydrogen-based
system proposed by Germeshuizen if the goal is to minimise carbon emissions. It should be noted that we currently include high investment costs for renewable energies
and the biogas SMR and thus a difference of 140 eshows
the promise of the presented DSM-OS system.
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Figure 6: Results of the ammonia optimisations. The first row presents the pareto fronts of the different systems in
the years 2020, 2030 and 2050, respectively. The second row shows the corresponding hydorgen origin for the DSM-OS
system.
plants, because the carbon footprint of the power grid is
too high. The linear characteristic at high carbon footprint
has the same reason as in 2020.
For the 2050 scenario curves are flattened out indicating
that decreasing the carbon footprint does not come along
with a large increase in production costs. Investigating the
hydrogen origin reveals that electrolysis is always built in
every optimal system. Also, the DSM-EL curve is part
of the DSM-OS curve showing that electrolysis only is the
cost-optimal system for minimal carbon emissions. Both
observations can be traced back to the cost reduction for
both electrolysis and renewable energy plants in 2050 (cf.
Supporting Information).
Across the scenarios both curves become flattered and
approach each other concluding that the gap between electrolysis and optimal system configuration becomes smaller.
The choice of economical optimal hydrogen sources shifts
from natural gas to renewable energy and electricity. While

biomethane is the optimal choice for reducing the carbon
footprint in 2020 and 2030 it is superseded by electrolysis in 2050. This is mainly based on the cost reduction
of electrolysis and PV plants in addition to a low-carbon
power grid and increasing CO2 taxes. A minor factor is
the increasing natural gas price.

Dynamic operation of the ammonia production
As described in the modelling section, DSM optimises
the operational schedules in terms of the production rates
of the different plants. In chapter 5.2 the cost and economical advantages for DSM have already been elaborated. An
example of a resulting load profile is presented in the following.
Fig 7 shows the plant loads for an exemplary interval.
The electrolysis operates dynamically and has a cyclic load
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ues of 2020 and 2030 can be achieved by using biomethane,
the value of 2050 by using electrolysis.
An almost carbon-free ammonia production with a carbon
footprint of under 0.1 tCO2 / tNH3 could be achieved by 2050
if electrolysis is used.
The current ammonia footprint in Europe is estimated
to be 3.7 tCO2 / tNH3 [67] which is close to the found value
of 4.52 tCO2 / tNH3 for a state of the art process only using
natural gas in 2020. The European goal is to decrease the
industry sectors carbon emissions by around 85% from 2020
to 2050 [68]. In the context of ammonia production and the
results of this work this would imply reducing the carbon
footprint from 4.52 to 0.68 tCO2 / tNH3 . For this carbon
footprint the optimal system in 2050 uses electrolysis for
around 85% of the hydrogen production. This result shows
the necessity of introducing green electrolytic hydrogen into
ammonia production.

profile with cycles of 24 hours. To benefit from the low
grid power prices the load is maximised during the day and
turning to minimum at night. Contrary to this, the ammonia plant does not have the corresponding flexibility due to
longer settling times for production rate changes [59]. For
this reason a hydrogen tank is needed for a more flexible
operation of the electrolysis.
If the ammonia plant was able to operate more dynamically and could change from minimum to maximum load in
a day cycle a much smaller hydrogen tank would be needed
and a much cheaper ammonia tank could be used as a buffer
for the dynamic load.
Amm
Tank-H2

EL
Tank-NH3

Load / level of tank [%]

100
80

5.3.

At the current time, the transition to electrolytic hydrogen is economically not desirable for both steelmaking and
ammonia production.
Biomass-based hydrogen is an economical and ecological option to reduce the carbon footprint of both processes
as long as the decarbonisation of the energy sector is not
completed.
Comparison of DSM-EL and DSM-OS systems allows
quantification of possible economical and environmental
improvements. The DSM-EL curves are closer to the DSMOS ones for the ammonia process than for the steelmaking
process. Using a considerable amount of electrolytic hydrogen leads to the lowest production costs for all investigated carbon footprints of ammonia in the 2050 scenario.
Whereas, in steelmaking this only holds for lower carbon
footprints. Additionally, the ammonia process accounts for
a much larger fraction of the European industrial sector’s
GHG emissions. Therefore, ammonia is the more promising process to reduce carbon emission while keeping the
additional production cost low.
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Figure 7: Load of the electrolysis, the ammonia plant and
the level of the hydrogen and ammonia tank for BC-EL in
2030
Summary: results for the ammonia system
For the transition towards green hydrogen in the ammonia system the results show that under current conditions
it is not economically viable to change towards electrolytic
hydrogen production. CCS can be used to reduce the carbon footprint, but it is only optimal if the production is
completely shifted to biomethane and a really small footprint is desired. Moreover, using biomethane to reduce the
carbon footprint to an intermediate level seems to present
a more acceptable short term option.
The optimisation suggests that with the prognosticated
cost and market data, electrolysis will already be part of the
optimal ammonia production system by 2050, even if the
cost is taken as the only decision criteria. It was also shown
that the cost of reducing carbon emissions for the lowest
cost system (DSM-OS) is going down heavily, with a value
of around 138 e/tCO2 avoided in 2020, 103 e/tCO2 avoided in
2030 to a value of around 15e/tCO2 avoided in 2050. The val-

5.4.

Limitations of hydrogen production

All sources for low carbon hydrogen face drawbacks and
trade-offs are unavoidable. In the case of CCS, we emphasise the technologies prematurity as it has never been
carried out on a large scale [65]. Further, concerns among
the population over onshore underground storage of CO2
may hinder its implementation [69]. Green hydrogen also
faces limitations. The production of biomass is limited by
agriculture and forestry. The current hydrogen duty of the
European steelmaking and ammonia industry would consume around 4% of the entire biomass potential of the EU
26 [9] but 49% of the total European biomass production in
2015 [70]. Not only biomass but renewable energy in gen-
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eral is limited. A maximum potential energy generation of
1700 TWh/a from renewable energies (including biomass)
is estimated for Germany [71]. This amount could only
cover 45% of the German primary energy consumption in
2016 [72]. Hence, the energy consumption must decrease
significantly which competes with electrolytic hydrogen
generation, especially as PEM electrolysers have an energy
efficiency of approximately 60%. The latter problem may
be alleviated by solid oxide electrolysers which can achieve
an efficiency of almost 100% [7, 73]. However, this technology is still in the pilot stage and not yet available.

6.

In the 2050 scenario, electrolysis can compete with
other hydrogen sources and is part of the optimal ammonia production system. This can only be achieved
by DSM while steady state electrolysis is not attractive.
While the evaluated optimal systems for transitioning steel
and ammonia production to low carbon emission feeds featured hydrogen or synthesis gas from all allowed sources,
we observed a trend towards electrolytic hydrogen for
2050. However, we investigated future power prices by its
marginal costs. Power taxes are likely to be an economic
obstacle for electrolytic hydrogen.
Short-term research should focus on determining the
optimal plant setup while considering the change of the
market situation over the plant lifetime utilising the developed optimisation model. Additionally, the balancing
market for power could be introduced to the model since
balancing power offers another potential to increase the
economic viability of electrolysis by DSM.

Conclusion & Outlook

We investigated the economic and environmental feasibility of transitioning industrial steel and ammonia production from fossil resources to green electrolytic hydrogen.
To this end, we modelled a steel plant, an ammonia plant
and a biogas reformer. A detailed shaft furnace model was
implemented in MATLAB and connected to the DRP via
the ASPEN PLUS/MATLAB interface. We compared the
production cost of steel and ammonia production utilising green electrolytic hydrogen only with the production
costs of respective processes utilising all available low carbon hydrogen sources. Bi-objective optimisation of production costs and carbon emissions was utilised for determining optimal plant scheduling and sizing. The optimisation
problem was modelled and solved in GAMS. We evaluated
future trends by putting scenarios for 2020, 2030 and 2050
in contrast. For a grass-roots design of a steel or ammonia
plant in an energy system similar to Germany, we found
that:

Supporting Information is attached
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